That this Convention of the LNP calls on the Queensland Government to streamline building approval processes for extensions of existing dwellings.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE

MOVED: SECONDED: CARRIED/LOSS

NUMBER 74 LNP WOMEN

DEAMALAGAMATION

That this Convention of the LNP recommends that the Queensland Government retract its current approach with regard to demerger and boundary change of forcibly amalgamated councils and allow those communities that want it, to have a properly conducted referendum to determine whether they want boundary changes or demerger and boundary changes.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE

MOVED: SECONDED: CARRIED/LOSS

NUMBER 75 NOOSA S Ecc

NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT POLICY

That this Convention of the LNP supports the LNP Northern Development Policy Committee submission to the Australian Government but requests that it be accompanied by progressive staging for implementation based on 2 to 5 year time frames.

MOVED: SECONDED: CARRIED/LOSS

NUMBER 76 LNP WOMEN

INQUIRY INTO COUNCIL AMALGAMATIONS

That this Convention of the LNP urges the Queensland Government to commission a proper independent inquiry into council (local government) amalgamations carried out since 1990 (1994 and 2007/08) to determine the financial, economic and social implications of those amalgamations in terms of feasibility, effective service delivery and effective community representation.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE

MOVED: SECONDED: CARRIED/LOSS

NUMBER 77 BRISBANE CENTRAL S Ecc

Sub-Acute Care

That this Convention of the LNP recommend that:

- The Queensland Government support and recognise the importance and cost effectiveness of Sub-Acute Care in the public health system;
- And that a Sub-Acute Care facility, plus associated Public/Private Services for patients at the Royal Brisbane & Women's Hospital be implemented by the calling of Expressions of Interests/Tenders on vacant land owned by the Queensland Government located on the corner of Bowen Bridge Rd and O'Connell Tce, Bowen Hills [71—77 O'Connell Tce].

MOVED: SECONDED: CARRIED/LOSS